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 SOMEBODY SOMEWHERE

I came for my shadow laid at my feet
Stretched out before me incomplete

Prayed to them children cut loose on the street
I bottled my worship I swallowed it neat

Somebody somewhere is missing you now
They promised you mercy and they’ll find it somehow

Keep the horizon ahead of your game
Look to your victory songs they sound the same

I shattered the arrow inside of my heart
Ten thousand pieces broken apart

Sown into gardens, grown up in rains
I battled my harvest all over again

Somebody somewhere is missing you now
They promised you mercy and they’ll find it somehow

Keep the horizon ahead of your game
Look to your victory songs they sound the same

I have no mystery I hold no key
I know ten thousand others just like me
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 COMING FOR YOU

Like the harbour sings through the concrete
Like the highway rolls in your childhood dreams

I’m a wild abandoned ray of heat
And I’m coming for you like a stampede

I’m coming for you like a driving rain
I’m coming for you like a storm unchained

I’m coming for you like a third refrain

In a heavy heart there’s a sea of light
Secret until dead of night

Where the deeper meanings dare to fight
And I’m coming for you like a voice inside

I’m coming for you like a final round
I’m coming for you like a tempted hound
I’m coming for you like fury and sound

I’m coming for you like the worlds on fire
I’m coming for you like a gospel choir
I’m coming for you and I will not tire

Like a withered sparrow far from home
Like a quivered arrow all alone

I’m a newborn and I’m growing old
And I’m coming for you with a heart of gold
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  I AM THE NIGHT

I am the queen of the closing bar
I am the scene of the battle scar

I am the lover of the way you are
I am the lover of the way you are

I am the gravity that holds you down
I am the jewel in the thorny crown

I am the furthest from the madding crowd
I am the seventh of the seven pounds

I am the tremor in the nightmare deep
I am the ceiling on your lifelong dream
I am the medicine that keeps you clean
I am the fortune in the telling scheme

I am the night, I am the night

And I’m the one who’s gonna fall apart
When everybody else breaks your heart

I am the song, I am the hymn of sin
I’m the addiction and I’m giving in 
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NEVER SAY GOODBYE

Last night I had the darkest dream I’ve ever had before
The lamplight made a foreign scene of lesser known allure

You had me in a sideways glance, you rang the bells of circumstance
My footprints are on fire, never say goodbye

Never say goodbye, never say goodbye
From the moment we are born we try to never say goodbye

The afternoon’s a vanquishing of every good intent
The hope within the morning hours is broken if not bent

You’ve written all your fortunes bare, you’ve made your bed you’re lying there
My footprints are on fire, never say goodbye

Never say goodbye, never say goodbye
What kind of precious fool am I to never say goodbye

They’ve got us by the millions babe, they’ve got us by the trial
They’ve captured every word you say, they turned them to the wild

And when the evening turns to night we all go searching for the light
My footprints are on fire, never say goodbye
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TIME, TIME

No one remembers their fortunes as well as their fame
I only wanted to be there for you but you ran

Into the uniform greatness my goodness I claimed
No one remembers my services only my name

I was a bleeding heart for all the measure it’s worth
I was a softer allusion than I used to look

And now that we’re adding up all of the time that it took
You only promised me pages I promised you books

Oh time, time
Oh time, time

Break the boundaries
In the lines of time

Nothing as loud as a cannon is soft as a bird
Nothing as cruel as a second and first to a third
No other human encounter is quite so absurd

No one remembers their promises only their words 
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SONG ON THE RADIO

Blue sky coming and it won’t let go
I heard a song on the radio

Look back look out everybody knows
Everyone’s a favour everyone’s a foe

I saw the signs I saw the omens
I saw the wolf in the long red coat
Nothing calls my name no more
I am the ghost of the one before

I don’t think that my time has come
I’ve had forever and I’ve had none

Something’s coming and it won’t let go
I heard a song on the radio

Break me tender and love me all night
I am the shadow that heightens the light

I had a fever burned me up bright
Brace for my holler and run from my bite

I saw the changes I saw the moves
I saw the citizens reaping the blues

What they don’t know it never hurt no one
I am the last of the loaded gun

I need a breath I need a moment
I need a reason I’m fading fast
I made a fool of all my rules

I broke the wall with the looking glass
Alright okay nobody move

Life is a temperate thing to do
Calm as a candle cursed in the wind

Love is a temperate thing to be in
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 THE REVERIE

Am I born, am I born of the vine or of the thorn
Am I holding to the sky or to the storm

Little birds may sing along, they’ve no symbol to get wrong
Little choirs in the twilight where the rest of us belong

Oh, you got, you got it all
You thought the war was over

Now that they’ve overthrown ya
And sang the reverie of you and me

You can run, you can run, you can vanish from what you’ve done
You can hold them broken tomes to your heart

Keep a fire burning bright, be the tiger in the night
Hold a candle to the fight it’s bred to burn

Oh, you got, you got it all
You thought the war was over

Now that they’ve overthrown ya
And sang the reverie of you and me

Of you and me
Of you and me

Is it love, is it love that puts the cage around the dove
Can they fly on broken skylines from above

I have seen most everything, only have my eyes to blame
I have sparked the madness, fanned it to a flame
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THE MATADOR

I’ll never let go of the lovely temptation, it laces the ground at my feet
I used to walk lightly, it haunted me nightly and I could not compete

Now I’m drunk on the joy of the beautiful boys
They rabble and rouse and they’re cunning and coy

Their eyes big as planets and lips where the universe dies

That stunning companion of age is a covert allusion of grace
It pulls from my fingers and casually lingers the lines on my face

All of my youthful abandonment gone
Gratefully subject to carrying on

But years are a template never to sacrifice long

Suffer my sadness it’s not what it seems it is useful and sweet
Like some kind of thirst that’s insatiable first before falling asleep

Never too late for the fever to run
Faster and faster and never quite done

Youth is a banishment we are all prisoners in

Follow me down to a place where the sky is unborn
Follow me past all the oceans of glass to the lore

Follow me further and mark all my words
I am a vision or haven’t you heard

I am the matador coaxing your love to my core 
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FABLES AND TROUBLE

There is a room with all the views you’d care to see
But every window shines on basic vanity

And all the doors are safely under lock and key
And you won’t see me

There is a room with all the news you’d care to know
But every window’s closed and the winds of change won’t blow

And all the doors are merely painted indigo
And you won’t see me

And you can’t complain that you’re not just like all the others
It’s a forfeit game when you go running to your mothers

When you can’t explain how you’re not just like all the others
No restitution for the wicked, fables and troubles

Long you have carried on a world within your grasp
Two bloody hands to hold up everything you asked

Too hard talking to see clearly it can’t last
And you won’t see me coming

Fables and troubles
Secrets and lies

Word on the street goes
One little bird always knows 
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 STRIKE THE BAND

I have a shadow of shadow of doubt in my heart
In like a lion and out like a lion again

Come what may, come what may in the eye of a storm
Charge the break, hold the ballast of calm

Play the marching drum, strike the band and run
They don’t know just how far you’ve come
Sing the balladeers, stories wild and fierce

Every frame is everything you’re from

I am a memory, nineteen and seventy eight
I am a clarity, I don’t believe in mistakes

Even so, even so I’ve been harnessed in haste
Cage the wave, herd the water that breaks

Every pretender is quietly dreaming a dream
Playing a role like a serpent abandons a stream

Come what may, come what may you are beautiful baby
Shed a tear, keep a river at bay

Haul away the last brigade as the ocean swells
They sing to themselves, they sing to themselves
Ring the bells of fortune as the final curtain falls
And wait for the applause, wait for the applause
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YOU’VE CHANGED

Time was the telltale factor of all of our fates
Time was I’d look in the mirror and just see your face

I don’t sincerely regret very much
I don’t deem worthy to half of that stuff

Baby you’ve changed

Time was I’d shelter a prison to keep in a cage
Time was I’d die to be living I got better with age

I don’t imagine I’m cut quite the same
I don’t remember the most of my names

Baby you’ve changed

Children of mercy, children of men
Your only conquest may win in the end

I am a factory, I’m in a jam
I’m in a trial fresh blood on my hands

Time was a storybook, time was a thief
Time was I trembled inside every sheltering beat

I don’t sincerely regret very much
I don’t deem worthy to half of that stuff

Baby you’ve changed 


